
Georgia Power Solar array (approx. 1MW) at UGA: Factsheet by UEM 

Loca on, area, and connec on 

The solar array is located next to the UGA Club Sports complex, and the fenced area covers (near enough) eight acres of 
land (348,041 2 by Google Maps).  The array and associated equipment is owned by Georgia Power and is off-limits to oth-
ers (including for safety reasons).  With no overhead transmission wires visible, it is assumed that the grid connec on is via 

Fig1: loca on of solar array (Credit: Google Maps) 

Fig2: aerial view of solar arrays with individual arrays labelled 
and fence line marked. (Credit: Google Maps) 

Fig 3. South-facing Arrays C and D (foreground) and 
south-west facing Array B (background).  Arrays C 
and D generate more energy over an average day 
than B, but B generates more during periods of 
peak demand (early evening).  The small shadows 
in this image indicate that the photograph was 
taken near to solar noon; in the early morning, the 
shadow would extend back towards, and even onto,  
the row behind. 

Fig 4. Along-row view of Array C/D demonstra ng 
ghtly-packed rows (high Ground Coverage Ra o, 

GCR) with minimal space require between rows to 
prevent mutual-shading.  The PV suppor ng struc-
tures are clearly seen to be rigid, with no mechani-
cal equipment. The resul ng lower overall weight 
allows for simpler si ng in the ground. Electrical 
equipment connec ng module rows into the larger 
array are placed under the module rows, in shad-
ow, to keep them as cool as possible for the sake of 
efficiency.  

Arrays B, C, D, and F: fixed axis 
Fixed-axis arrays are the most basic type of array in general and on this site.  Densely packed in rows, they effec vely use 
the available space and have no moving parts to maintain or control. Typically (and as it appears to be in this case the 
south-facing arrays C and D), the lt angle is equal to the degrees of la tude at the solar array’s loca on, so that the pho-
to-voltaic (PV) modules are poin ng towards the annual average sun angle2 at solar noon3.  These fixed arrays produce 
significantly less electrical energy in the morning, late a ernoon/early evening, or in the winter compared to those based 
on trackers, due the difference between their lt and the sun angle reducing the effec ve solar intensity on the panels,  
but are significantly less costly to install and maintain and are more reliable than systems with solar trackers. Arrays C and 
D appear to be indis nct, but differ in terms of their electrical inverters: one has a 1.3 AC to DC ra o4, the other 1.5.  
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Fig 5. View of electrical equipment (presumably ba eries) under 
the shading of Array F, fixed axis, facing south.  

Arrays E: Single-axis Solar Tracker (SAST)-mounted PV modules 
One step-up in technical complexity from the fixed-angle arrays, SAST arrays consist in long rows of modules mounted on 
a single, long rota onal axis.  At low and moderate la tudes, such as ours in Georgia, the axis of an SAST will typically run 
north-south, allowing the modules to be rotated con nuously from a high angle east facing (in the morning), through a 
zero angle facing upwards (at solar noon), through to a high angle facing west (in the evening), before returning to the 
east-facing posi on for dawn the next day.  While SAST arrays cannot typically be lted towards the sun’s zenith angle 
unless it is located at a very low la tude, the rows can be lted slightly to favor PV genera on at noon (as they are here).  
This daily tracking allows for enhanced genera on both in the morning and evening (compared to fixed, south-facing ar-
rays) without significant loss of genera on at solar noon.  

By adop ng steeper angles in the morning and evening, the 
rows of modules cast longer shadows, and this mutual shad-
ing between rows limits the GCR before the close spacing 
becomes counter-produc ve.  The mechanical system has 
various costs which need to be considered when evalua ng 
the best array op on: the direct financial cost of the me-
chanical equipment and its installa on, the direct financial 
and opera onal cost of its maintenance, the indirect cost of 
addi onal structural support for its moun ng in the ground, 
and a small but significant energy cost in rota ng the mod-
ule rows.  Anecdotally, despite these added costs, such SAST 
arrays are preferred to fixed arrays, with the improved over-
all genera on worth the addi onal extra cost; however, this 
will depend on the available land.  SAST arrays are typically 
only viable when ground-mounted. 

Fig 6: SAST- diagonal view.  Small shadows directly  beneath the 
modules, along with a very low rota onal angle (modules poin ng 
almost directly upwards) indicate the photograph was taken close to 
solar noon. Wider spacing between rows (compared to fixed-angle 
arrays) is visible.  In early morning or late evening, modules will be 
rotated at steep angles, cas ng shadows up to the adjacent rows. 

Fig 8: Signage on electrical box outside the fence line, indica ng the 
presence of underground electrical wires which, in the absence of 
overhead wires, presumably provide the connec on between the 
array and the grid. 

While south-facing arrays generate more energy overall on 
the average day the peak energy produc on (at noon) does 
not coincide with peak demand (in early to mid evening). By 
orien ng Array B towards the south-west (Figure 2), there is 
greater coincidence between peaks in its produc on and in 
general demand, which in turn reduces the need for ba ery 
storage4.  Array F is a much smaller fixed-axis solar module, 
facing south, which appears to have a dedicated ba ery unit 
to inves gate the effec veness of PV-ba ery synergy for 
south-facing arrays. 

Fig 7: SAST– axial view.  The pentagon-shape is the end of the rota-
onal arm onto which the modules are fixed and which forms the 

axis of rota on.  The hydraulics that rotate the module are visible, 
s cking out to the right, under the module.  The array above/behind 
is the south-facing fixed array, the array to the right is the south-east 
facing array. 



Notes. 
1. If more electrical energy is desired in summer months at the expense of winter months, then the array can be mounted at 

a fla er angle (poin ng “higher” in the sky) to point more towards the sun’s zenith in summer months, and consequently 
away from the sun’s zenith in winter.  Conversely, a steeper angle will point more towards the sun in winter months at the 
expense of summer.  By orien ng the whole array towards the east or (in Array B’s case) the west will favor energy pro-
duc on in the morning and the evening respec vely, at the expense of the other. 

2. Solar noon is the me at which the sun appears at its zenith (highest angle) at that given longitude—this can vary from the 
official/civic noon depending on where the loca on is across the east-west length of that me zone, and if the jurisdic on 
is observing daylight saving adjustments. 

3. The difference between arrays C and D is in terms of their inverters, not the PV panels themselves.  One of them has a 1.3 
DC to AC ra o (that is, its AC inverter is rated at 30% less electrical power than the maximum rated DC output of the array) 
and the other, a ra o of 1.5.  While this may seem wasteful, it is important to note that solar panels very rarely, if ever, 
produce their maximum output, given the daily and seasonally varying solar intensity, and the fact that electrical efficiency 
decreases with increasing temperature, which is ghtly-correlated with solar intensity.  Therefore, a smaller inverter (and 
thus a higher DC to AC ra o) is o en more cost effec ve as rela vely low amounts of electrical energy is lost (or, 
“clipped”) during the brief periods of maximum output.  

4. Although ba eries can play a valuable part in bridging the me-gap between genera on and demand they have several 
shortcomings: high capital cost, very high ecological and human cost (in extrac on of raw materials and in their disposal), 
supply chain limita ons, energy losses in charging and discharging, limited number of charging-discharging cycles in their 
life- me, high O&M costs, and social/geopoli cal concerns with the sourcing of their raw materials. 

Fig 9: DAST—rear view. These modules are significantly larger in size, higher mounted, 
and further spaced, than SAST or fixed-angle trackers. The unit to the right is clearly at 
a flat angle, not lted towards the solar zenith, indica ng it has reverted to its default 
posi on due to a failure in its tracking system. DAST systems are most effec ve at high 
la tudes (where sun angle varies most) and where the availability space determines 
that a single, large, module is preferable to a longer row array. 

Array A: Dual-axis solar tracker (DAST)-mounted PV modules 
The most technically advanced PV arrays are those which are mounted on a single, rota ng, ver cal axis (that con nuously 
varies the “azimuthal angle”, tracking the sun’s rela ve mo on east-to-west during the day) and also have a l ng mecha-
nism (that allows a module’s lt angle to vary from a high angle in the morning, through to a rela vely flat angle at solar 
noon, back to a high angle again at the evening when the sun returns to a  “low” posi on in the sky).  As well as maximizing 
solar output per unit area of module for each hour of the day (and to a greater extent than the SAST), DAST-mounted mod-
ules also boost genera on across seasons, as the rota on and lt can be tuned to lower angles in winter and higher angles in 
summer, to track the sun’s movement more closely.   

However, DAST systems have drawbacks, 
both in terms of cost and opera ons and in 
scaling challenges.  The second degree of 
mo on is significantly more complex to 
achieve than the single degree of SASTs, 
requiring substan ally more upfront invest-
ment and ongoing maintenance.  Their relia-
bility is also ques onable: for example, two 
of the 22 tracking units in Array A were out 
of ac on at the me of wri ng.  In terms of 
scaling, DAST modules have to be widely 
spaced (figures 2 and 9) to avoid mutual-
shading as they cast large shadows across a 
half-circle over the day. (Large module sizes 
are necessary for the tracker moun ngs to 
be cost-effec ve, resul ng in large shad-
ows).  The modules’ large size also require 
that they be mounted high, exacerba ng the 
shading and spacing issue, and complica ng 
maintenance.  Anecdotally, DASTs are rarely 
the preferred technology, and typically only 
where space is limited such that a single, 
large, module is the op mum choice.  


